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Optimal supply networks

What’s the best way to distribute stuff?
I
I

Stuff = medical services, energy, nutrients, people, ...
Some fundamental network problems:
1. Distribute stuff from single source to many sinks
2. Collect stuff coming from many sources at a single
sink
3. Distribute stuff from many sources to many sinks
4. Redistribute stuff between many nodes

I
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How does flow behave given cost:
X γ
C=
Ij Zj
j
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where
Ij = current on link j
and
Zj = link j’s impedance?
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Q: How do optimal solutions scale with system size?
I
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Example: γ = 2 for electrical networks.
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opology and the currents are canalized in a hierarchmanner. This, too, is predicted by the analytical results
n contrast to ! > 1, the conductivity distribution
ot be interpreted as a discrete approximation of a
uctivity tensor: for Ndia ! 1, the structure becomes
l.

the absolute and only minima has loops. The dissipation
rate which results from the relaxation algorithm is then, of
course, lower than the dissipation of any tree. While the
curve is continuous, the crossover at ! ! 1 showsOptimal
a clearsupply &
Structure detection
change in the slope of Jmin "!$. One could interpret
this
behavior as a second order phase transition. (The change in
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(2) For each h ∈ Zm ∩ [0, 2n−1 )m , the cube Qhn−1 of level n − 1 consisting of 2m
subcubes of level n. For any x ∈ X ×[0, H], let Ghx be the union of (the cone over
an %Qhn−1 with vertex x) and the line segment xp with weight µ(Qhn−1 ). Then Ghx
is a transport path in Path (an (µ)%Qhn−1 , µ(Qhn−1 )δp ). Let q h ∈ X × [0, H] be
the point at which M α (Ghx ) achieves its minimum among all x ∈ X ×[0, H]. Let
!
an−1 =
µ(Qhn−1 )δqh .
h∈Zm ∩[0,2n−1 )m

March 10, 2003 19:49 WSPC/152-CCM
(3) For each k = n − 1, . . . , 1, repeatedly doing step 2 to get ak−1 . In the end we
get a transport path Gn ∈ Path (an , δp ) with finite M α mass.
(4) By using Example 1, we can locally optimize the locations of the vertices of G.
One may repeatedly doing upward optimization and downward optimization
until the transport path converges to a fixed graph.
(5) Increase depth n to get better approximation.
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Optimal paths related to transport (Monge) problems:
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alpha=0.5 totalvalue=2.0178

alpha=0.95 totalvalue=1.1351
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Example 6.1. When taking µ = Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and p = 12 , α = 0.95,
follows:
H = 1 and take the depth n = 6, the above algorithm gives the following as
graph.
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2. Examples of the optimized conductivity distributions obtained by the relaxation method for (a) ! ! 2:0 and (b) ! !Hierarchies
0:5. For
General structure detection
, the relaxation
only to a local(bulk)
minimum.flow
The global minimum can be approached by searching in the space of
(a)leads
γ in>general
1: Braided
pologies. The result for ! ! 0:5 is shown in (c). The arrows indicate the localized inlet.
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(b) γ < 1: Local minimum:
Branching flow
088702-3
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As we increase the approximating depth n, the M α mass of approximating
paths may also be increasing. However, by Theorem 3.1, they will converge
to a
7. Transport
Path Versus Transport Plan

From Bohn and Magnasco [3]
See also Banavar et al. [1]

When splitting a vertex on a transport path, information about source and target
may become unclear. However, we’ll see very soon that those information can be
traced by a transport path together with a compatible transport plan.
Recall that a transport plan for µ+ , µ− ∈ M1 (X) is a probability measure
γ ∈ M1 (X × X) such that
πx# γ = µ+ , πy# γ = µ− ,

(7.1)

where πx (and πy ): X ×X → X are the first (and the second) component projection.
Let
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Plan (µ+ , µ− )
be the space of all transport plan for µ+ and µ− .
7.1. Atomic case
In this subsection, we fix two given atomic probability measures
m
n
!
!
a=
mi δxi and b =
n j δy j
i=1
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An immensely controversial issue...

Facility location

I

The form of river networks and blood networks:
optimal or not? [22, 2, 7]

Single Source

I

Label all source streams as order ω = 1.

I

Follow all labelled streams downstream

I

Whenever two streams of the same order (ω) meet,
the resulting stream has order incremented by 1
(ω + 1).
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Self-similar networks appear everywhere in nature
for single source supply/single sink collection.
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Real networks differ in details of scaling but
reasonably agree in scaling relations.
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Simple rule:
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where δ is the Kronecker delta.
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Many scaling laws, many connections
relation:
` ∼ Ld
Tk = T1 (RT )k −1
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[source=/data6/dodds/work/rivers/dems/amazon/figures/fignalomega_amazon.ps]
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[10−Dec−1999 peter dodds]
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The Nile
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[source=/data11/dodds/work/rivers/dems/HYDRO1K/africa/nile/figures/fignalomega_nile.ps]

The Mississippi
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ω3 = max(ω1 , ω2 ) + δω1 ,ω2

Horton’s laws in the real world:
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[21−Mar−2000 peter dodds]

General structure detection

If streams of different orders
ω1 and ω2 meet, then the
resultant stream has order
equal to the largest of the two.

[source=/data6/dodds/work/rivers/dems/mississippi/figures/figorder_paths_mispi10.ps]
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Two observations:
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nω /nω+1 = Rn
āω+1 /āω = Ra
`¯ω+1 /`¯ω = R`
ah

`∼
a ∼ LD
L⊥ ∼ LH
P(a) ∼ a−τ
P(`) ∼ `−γ
Λ ∼ aβ
λ ∼ Lϕ

scaling relation/parameter: [6]
d
T1 = Rn − Rs − 2 + 2Rs /Rn
RT = Rs
Rn
Ra = Rn
R` = Rs
h = log Rs / log Rn
D = d/h
H = d/h − 1
τ =2−h
γ = 1/h
β =1+h
ϕ=d

Only 3 parameters are independent... [6]
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Reported parameter values: [6]
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Parameter:

Real networks:
3.0–5.0
3.0–6.0
1.5–3.0
1.0–1.5
1.1 ± 0.01
1.8 ± 0.1
0.50–0.70
1.43 ± 0.05
1.8 ± 0.1
0.75–0.80
0.50–0.70
1.05 ± 0.05
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Rn

Rr−1
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Rn
Ra
R` = RT
T1
d
D
h
τ
γ
H
β
ϕ
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Data from real blood networks
R`−1

ln Rr
− ln
Rn

R`
− ln
ln Rn

α
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Sources

West et al.
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(Turcotte et al. [21] )
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Fundamental biological and ecological constraint:
P =cM

P = basal metabolic rate
M = organismal body mass
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1964: Troon, Scotland:
3rd symposium on energy metabolism.
α = 3/4 made official . . .
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Some data on metabolic rates

Some regressions from the ground up...

Single Source

3.5
3

B = 0.026 M

range of M

0.668
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≤ 0.1 kg

Size-density law
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0.678 ± 0.038
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[source=/home/dodds/work/biology/allometry/heusner/figures/figheusner391.ps]
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blue line: 2/3
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red line: 3/4.
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0.662 ± 0.032
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≤ 25 kg
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0.669 ± 0.018
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0.675 ± 0.018

≤ 350 kg
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0.706 ± 0.016
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0.710 ± 0.021
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Analysis of residuals—p-values—birds:
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(a) M < 3.2 kg
(b) M < 10 kg
(c) M < 32 kg
(d) all mammals.
For a-d,
p2/3 > 0.05 and
p3/4  10−4 .
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Analysis of residuals—p-values—mammals:
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For a-d,
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Summing over all Vi, we
the number of facilities in the form

%

How do we distribute sources?
I

%
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Optimal source allocation

the constraint on
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−1 2
#s!r"$
d r = p.
Distributed

Solidifying
the basic problem
FIG. 1. !Color online" Facility locations determined by simu-

Facility location

Subject to this constraint,
Focus on 2-d (results generalize to higher
tance f above gives
dimensions)

optimization of the mean dis-

Size-density law
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Sources = hospitals, post offices, pubs, ...
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Key problem: How do we cope with uneven
population densities?
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lated annealing and the corresponding Voronoi tessellation for p

Given
regionlocated
withinsome
population
distribution
ρ,
= 5000afacilities
the lower
48 United States,
based on
population
data
from
the
U.S.
Census
for
the
year
2000.
most likely uneven.
Given
resources
buildof and
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D!r" as theto
inverse
the area
of the corresponding

!5"
anddo
" aswe
the locate
number of
peopleN
living
in the cell
I Q: cell
How
these
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sodivided
as to
by its area. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the resulting data
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the functional minimize the average distance between
where # is a Lagrange multiplier.
2
an
on doubly logarithmic scales. If the anticipated 3 -power reGeneral structure detection
I Obvious: if density is uniform then sources
derivatives
for s!r", we find s!r"
are and
bestrearranging
lation
holds,residence
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of slope
individual’s
the
facility?
2/3
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multiplier can be evaluated
= #2# / !g"!r""$ . The Lagrange
2
distributed uniformly.
. And indeed a least-squares fit !solid line in the figure"
3
by substituting into Eq. !4",References
and we arrive at the result I Problem of interested2 and studied by geographers,
yields a slope 0.66 with r = 0.94.
I Which lattice is optimal? The hexagonal lattice
1
#"!r"$2/3
Some statistical
concerns
might be raised
about this
sociologists,
computer
scientists,
mathematicians,
...
,
!6"
=p
D!r" =
Q1: How big should the hexagons be?
method. First, we used the Voronoi
cell
area
to
calculate
both
s!r"
[19, 20]
I See
work
bytheStephan
Gastner
and
#"!r"$2/3d2r
", so
measurements of xand
and yby
values
in the plot
D and
I Q2: Given population density is uneven, what do we
[8]
are not independent,
mightcited
argueby
thatthem.
a positive
Newman
(2006) and
andone
work
slope could thus be a result of artificial correlations between
do?
where we have introduced the notation D!r" = #s!r"$−1 for the
the values rather than a real result #13$. Second, it is known
density of the facilities.
that estimating the exponent of a power law such as Eq. !6"
Thus, if facilities are distributed
Frame 22/78 optimally for the given
from a log-log plot can introduce systematic biases #14,15$.
population distribution, their density should increase with
In the next section, we introduce an entirely different test of
population density but it should do so slower than linearly, as
Eq. !6" that, in addition to being of interest in its own right,
a power law with exponent 32 #29$. In addition to the argusuffers from neither of these problems.
ment given here, which roughly follows Ref. #10$, this result
has also been derived previously by a number of other methIII. DENSITY-EQUALIZING PROJECTIONS
ods #5–9$, although all are approximate.
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If we neglect finite-size effects, it is straightforward to
lated areas where most people live while still providing reademonstrate that optimally located facilities in a uniformly
sonable service to those in sparsely populated areas where a
Singleallocation
Source
strictly population-proportional
might leave inhabitants with little or nothing.
Its derivation makes two apDistributed
Sources
proximations: it assumes that
the geometric factor g is the
Facility location
same for all Voronoi cells and
that
s!r" is a continuous funcSize-density law
tion. Neither assumption is Astrictly
true, but we expect them
reasonable derivation
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"
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size of a Voronoi cell. As a test of these assumptions, we
Structure
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million blocks across the study
region. To create a continuwords
convolved
these data with a norous density function ", we Final
malized Gaussian distribution
of width 20 km #30$. The faReferences
cility locationsFrom
were then determined by optimizing the full
p-median objective function !1" by simulated annealing #12$.
FIG. 2. !Color online" Facility density D from Fig. 1 vs popu[8]
FIG. 1. and
!Color
online" (2006)
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Newman
we Gastner
The relation D $ "2/3 can be tested as follows. First,
lation density " on a log-log plot. A least-squares
linear fit to the
From
and Newman (2006) [8]
lated annealing and the corresponding Voronoi tessellation
data gives a slope of 0.66 !solid line, r2 = 0.94".
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Distributed
Sources
Facility location
Size-density law
A reasonable derivation
Global redistribution
networks

Structure
Detection
Hierarchy by division

Hierarchy by shuffling

Hierarchy by shuffling

Spectral methods

Spectral methods
Hierarchies & Missing Links
General structure detection

Final words
References

%

Optimal source allocation

Optimal source allocation

I Approximately
location
5000States,
facilities.
= 5000
facilities locatedoptimal
in the lower
48 of
United
based on
population
dataon
from
the
U.S.
Census
for
the
year
2000.
I Based
2000 Census data.
I

Simulated annealing + Voronoi tessellation.

calculate D!r" as the inverse of the area of the corresponding
cell and " as the number of people living in the cell divided
by its area. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the resulting data

I Optimal facility
016117-2
I Fit is D ∝ ρ0.66
Frame 24/78
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Frame 23/78
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density D vs. population density ρ.
with r 2 = 0.94.

Looking good for a 2/3 power...

Frame 25/78
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Optimal source allocation
Size-density law:
I

Single Source

Single Source

Distributed
Sources

Distributed
Sources

Facility location

Facility location

Size-density law

Size-density law

A reasonable derivation

D ∝ ρ2/3
I

Global redistribution
networks

A reasonable derivation

I

Structure
Detection

In d dimensions:

Hierarchy by division
Hierarchy by shuffling

D∝ρ

Optimal supply &
Structure detection

Optimal source allocation

d/(d+1)

Spectral methods
Hierarchies & Missing Links
General structure detection

I

One treatment due to Stephan’s (1977) [19, 20] :
“Territorial Division: The Least-Time Constraint
Behind the Formation of Subnational Boundaries”
(Science, 1977)
Zipf-like approach: invokes principle of minimal effort.

Final words

I

Why?

I

Very different story to branching networks where
there is either one source or one sink.

I

Now sources & sinks are distributed throughout
region...

References

Optimal supply &
Structure detection

Single Source

Deriving the optimal source distribution:
I

Stronger result obtained by Gusein-Zade

(1982). [10]

Distributed
Sources

I

I

I

Basic idea: Minimize the average distance from a
random individual to the nearest facility.
Assume given a fixed population density ρ defined on
a spatial region Ω.

Also known as the Homer principle.

Formally, we want to find the locations of n sources
{~x1 , . . . , ~xn } that minimizes the cost function
Z
~
~
F ({x1 , . . . , xn }) =
ρ(~x ) min ||~x − ~xi ||d~x .
Ω

I

I
I

A reasonable derivation

Not easy... in fact this one is an NP-hard

I

Hierarchy by shuffling
Spectral methods
Hierarchies & Missing Links
General structure detection

Ω

Involves estimating typical distance from ~x to the
nearest source (say i) as ci A(~x )1/2 where ci is a
shape factor for the ith Voronoi cell.
Sneakiness: set ci = c.

I

Compute δG/δA, the functional derivative ().

I

Solve and substitute D = 1/A, we find
D(~x ) =

problem. [8]
Frame 30/78
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I

References

Also known as the p-median problem.

By varying {~x1 , ..., ~xn }, minimize


Z
Z

−1
1/2 ~
~
~
~
~
G(A) = c
ρ(x )A(x ) dx −λ n −
A(x )
dx
Ω

Structure
Detection

i

Spectral methods

Optimal supply &
Structure detection

Can (roughly) turn into a Lagrange multiplier story:

Global redistribution
networks

Final words

Hierarchy by shuffling

References
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Frame 28/78

Size-density law

I

Structure
Detection

Final words
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Size-density law
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networks
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS

One more thing:
I

How do we supply these facilities?

I

How do we best redistribute mail? People?

I

How do we get beer to the pubs?

I

Gaster and Newman model: cost is a function of
basic maintenance and travel time:

Single Source

Single Source

Distributed
Sources

Distributed
Sources

Facility location

Facility location

Size-density law

Size-density law

A reasonable derivation

A reasonable derivation

Global redistribution
networks

Global redistribution
networks

Structure
Detection

Structure
FIG. 6. !Color online"
Detection

Hierarchy by division
networks
for the populati
Hierarchy by shuffling
bution
of the United St
Spectral methods
pHierarchies
= 200 vertices
and $ =
& Missing Links
different
values
of !.
General structure
detection

Hierarchy by division
Hierarchy by shuffling
Spectral methods
Hierarchies & Missing Links

Cmaint + γCtravel .
I

General structure detection

Travel time is more complicated: Take ‘distance’
between nodes to be a composite of shortest path
distance `ij and number of legs to journey:

Final words

Final words

References

References

(1 − δ)`ij + δ(#hops).
I

From Gastner l̃and
Newman (2006) [8]!10"
ij = !1 − !"lij + !

When δ = 1, only number of hops matters.

Frame 33/78
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In the last panel of Fig. 9, we show the dendrogramSingle
and Source
modularity for an algorithm based on shortest-path betweenDistributed
ness but without the crucial recalculation step discussed in
Sources
Sec. II. As the figure shows, without this step, the algorithm
Facility location
fails I
to find the division of the network into the two known
Size-density law
groups. Furthermore, the modularity does not reach nearly
reasonable derivation
such high values as in the first two panels, indicating thatAthe
Global redistribution
divisions suggested are much poorer than in the cases with
networks
the recalculation.
Structure
Detection
C. Collaboration network

The issue:
how do we elucidate
the internal structure
of large networks
For ouracross
next example,many
we look atscales?
a collaboration network

Hierarchy by division

Hierarchy by shuffling

FIG. 8. The network of friendships between individuals in the
[25, 16]
karate club study of Zachary "36#. The administrator and the instructor are represented by nodes 1 and 33, respectively. Shaded
squares represent individuals who ended up aligning with the club’s
administrator after the fission of the club, open circles those who
aligned I
with the instructor.

s Zachary’s karate club

of scientists. Figure 10$a! shows the largest component of
a methods
Spectral
network of collaborations between physicists who conduct
Hierarchies & Missing Links
research on networks. $The authors of the present paper, General
for structure detection
instance, are among the nodes in this network.! This network
Final
$which appeared previously in Ref. "37#! was constructed by words
taking names of authors appearing in the lengthy bibliograReferences
phy of Ref. "4# and cross-referencing with the Physics e-print
Archive at arxiv.org, specifically the condensed-matter section of the archive, where, for historical reasons, most papers
on networks have appeared. Authors appearing in both were
added to the network as vertices, and edges between them
indicate coauthorship of one or more papers appearing in the
archive. Thus the collaborative ties represented in the figure
are not limited to papers on topics concerning networks—we
were interested primarily in whether people know one another, and collaboration on any topic is a reasonable indicaFrame 35/78
tor of acquaintance.
The network as presented in Fig. 10$a! is difficult to interpret. Given the names of the scientists, knowledgeable
readers with too much time on their hands could, no doubt,
pick out known groupings, for instance at particular institutions, from the general confusion. But were this a network

Possible substructures:
hierarchies,
to know whether
this is significant.!cliques, rings, . . .
I

Plus:
B. Zachary’s karate club network
All combinations of substructures.

We now turn to applications of our methods to real-world
network data. Our first such example is taken from one of the
classic studies in social network analysis. Over the course of
I in the early 1970s, Wayne Zachary observed social
two years
interactions between the members of a karate club at an
American university "36#. He constructed networks of ties
between members of the club based on their social interactions both within the club and outside it. By chance, a dispute arose during the course of his study between the club’s
administrator and its principal karate teacher over whether to

Much focus on hierarchies...

with 0 " ! " 1. The parameter ! determines the user’s preference for measuring distance in terms of kilometers or legs.
Now we define the effective distance between two !not necessarily adjacent" vertices to be the sum of the effective
lengths of all edges along a path between them, minimized
over all paths. The travel cost is then proportional to the sum
of all effective path lengths

Hierarchy by Zdivision
= # w l̃ ,
i#j

ij ij

!11"

Around ! = 0.5, we see networks emerging that con
compromise between the convenience of direct local
Frame
34/78
tions and the efficiency of hubs,
while
by ! = 0.8 the
is dominated by a few large hubs in Philadelphia, Co
Chicago, Kansas City, and Atlanta that handle the bu
traffic. On the highly populated California coast, two
hubs around San Francisco and Los Angeles are vi
the extreme case ! = 1, where the user cares only abo
ber of legs and not about distance at all, the network
nated by a single central hubOptimal
in Cincinnati,
with
supply &
smaller local hubs in other locations
as Los An
Structuresuch
detection
V. CONCLUSIONS

Single
Source facility
and thedown:
optimal network for given $ and ! is again the one
Top
We have studied the problem
of optimal
that minimizes the total cost T + $Z. Since the second term in
also called the p-median problem,
which consists o
Distributed
Eq. !10" is dimensionless, we normalize the length appearing
positions for p facilities in Sources
geographic space such
I Idea: Identify global structure first andingrecursively
Facility of
location
in the first
term by setting the average “crow flies” distance
mean distance between a member
the population
law
between
a vertex and
its nearest
neighbor structure.
equal to 1.
uncover
more
detailed
nearest facility is minimized. Size-density
Analytic
arguments
A reasonable derivation
What is a realistic value for $? We can make an order of
that the optimal density of facilities
should be propor
Global redistribution
networks
I Basic
magnitude
estimate
as follows. find
The sum
in Eq. !7" has
m
objective:
dominant
components
thatdensity
haveto the two-thirds
the population
power. We h
nonzero terms, where m is the number of edges in the netfirmed this
relation by solving Structure
the p-median problem
significantly
more
links
within
than
without,
as
work. Most real networks are sparse, with m = O!p". FurtherDetectionlocations on
cally and projecting the facility
Hierarchy by division
more, edges
are of typical
length 1 in our length
scale, so
compared
to randomized
version.
equalizing maps. We have also
considered the de
Hierarchy by shuffling
that T = O!p", with p $ 200 in the examples studied here. The
optimal networks to connect our
facilities togethe
Spectral methods
1
I inFollowing
optimally located facilities, we
have& Missing
searched
num
− 1" evaluating
sum
Eq. !11", oncomes
the other from
hand, “Finding
contains 2 p!pand
Hierarchies
Links
detection
for the network
configurationGeneral
thatstructure
minimizes
the
nonzero terms. structure
If P is the total
population, theby Newman
= O!p2"community
in2 networks”
and
maintenance and travel costs. A
simple
p" . Thus Z = O!P2"
weights wij have typical value !P / [16]
Final
wordstwo-paramete
(PRE,
allows us to take different user preferences into acco
for the U.S.
with a2004).
current population of P $ 2.8
$ 1017 Girvan
References
8
model gives us intuition about
a number of situa
Assuming that our investments in maintenance and
% 10
I . See
also
practical
interest,
such
as
the
design of transportat
travel costs are of the same order of magnitude and setting
−15
parcel delivery
to an estimate
for $ of order 10
or 10−14. II.works,
T % $Z then
1. leads
“Scientific
collaboration
networks.
Shortest
paths, services, and the Internet bac
In Fig. 6, we show the results for $ = 10−14. When ! = 0,
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weighted
networks,
and
centrality”
by
Newman
(PRE,
passengers !or cargo shippers"
[14, 15]care only about total kilome2001).
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authors
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ters traveled and the optimal network strongly resembles a
gan’s Numeric and Spatial Data Services for their he
! biological
network of
such as the U.S.
interstate in
network.
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“Community
structure
socialAsand
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increases, the number of legs in a journey starts playing a
networks”
Girvansymmetry
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and
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Frame
37/78
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role and the by
approximate
between (PNAS,
Donnell Foundation.
the vertices is broken as the network begins to form hubs.
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edges to or from the network. In an agglomerative method,
similarities are calculated by one method or another betweenOptimal supply &
Hierarchy
division
Structure detection
vertex
pairs, andbyedges
are then added to an initially empty
Single Source
Distributed
Sources
Facility location
Size-density law
A reasonable derivation
Global redistribution
networks

Structure
Detection
Hierarchy by division
Hierarchy by shuffling

Optimal supply &
Structure detection

Hierarchy by division
One class of structure-detection algorithms:

Facility location

2. Remove edge with highest betweenness.

A reasonable derivation

3. Recompute edge betweenness
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until
all edges are removed.
M. E. J. NEWMAN AND M. GIRVAN

References

FIG.I1.Idea:
A small network with community structure of the type
consideredEdges
in thisthat
paper.
In this
case therehave
are higher
three communities,
connect
communities
than edges
within
communities.
denoted bybetweenness
the dashed circles,
which
have
dense internal links but
Frame 38/78
between which there is only a lower density of external links.

13-1

Key element:
I

Recomputing betweenness.

I

Reason: Possible to have a low betweenness in links
that connect large communities if other links carry
majority of shortest paths.

Optimal supply &
Structure detection

6 Generate dendogram
revealing hierarchical
structure.

Hierarchy by division

Single Source
Distributed
Sources
Facility location
Size-density law
A reasonable derivation

Hierarchy by division

When to stop?:

Spectral methods

How do we know which divisions are meaningful?

I

Modularity measure: difference in fraction of within
component nodes to that expected for randomized
version:
P
P
Q = i [eii − ( j eij )2 ] = TrE − ||E2 ||1 ,
where eij is the fraction of edges between identified
communities i and j.

References

Frame 40/78

Hierarchy by division
Hierarchy by shuffling

PH

General structure detection

References

FIG. 3. Agglomerativ
discovering the strongly
FIG. 2. A hierarchical tree or dendrogram illustrating the type of
and edges" but tend to le
output generated by the algorithms described here. The circles at the
here, most of them clear
bottom of the figure represent the individual vertices of the network. As we move up the tree, the vertices join together to form
larger and larger communities, as indicated by the lines, until we
In this paper, there
39/78
reach the top, where all are joined together in a single community. Frame
These methods have b
Alternatively, the dendrogram depicts an initially connected netvious literature, either
work splitting into smaller and smaller communities as we go from
but, as we will see, th
top to bottom. A cross section of the tree at any level, such as that
divisive method, we s
indicated by the dotted line, will give the communities at that level.
attempt to find the lea
The vertical height of the split points in the tree are indicative only
and then remove the
of the order in which the splits !or joins" take place, although it is
repeatedly, we divide
possible to construct more elaborate dendrograms in which these
components, and again
heights contain other information.
and take
the&compon
Optimal
supply
communities.
Again, th
detection
network !n vertices with no edges" starting with the vertex Structure

Red line indicates appearance
of four (4) components at a certain level.

pairs with highest similarity. The procedure can be halted at
any point, and the resulting components in the network are
taken to be the communities. Alternatively, the entire progression of the algorithm from empty graph to complete
graph can be represented in the form of a tree or dendrogram
such as that shown in Fig. 2. Horizontal cuts through the tree
represent the communities appropriate to different halting
points.
Agglomerative methods based on a wide variety of similarity measures have been applied to different networks.
Some networks have natural similarity metrics built in. For
example, in the widely studied network of collaborations between film actors #21,22$, in which two actors are connected
if they have appeared in the same film, one could quantify
similarity by how many films actors have appeared in together #23$. Other networks have no natural metric, but suitable ones can be devised using correlation coefficients, path
lengths, or matrix methods. A well known example of an
agglomerative clustering method is the Concor algorithm of
out
Breiger et al. #24$.
Agglomerative methods have their problems, however.
One concern is that they fail with some frequency to find the
correct communities in networks where the community
structure is known, which makes it difficult to place much
trust in them in other cases. Another is their tendency to find
only the cores of communities and leave out the periphery.
The core nodes in a community often have strong similarity,
and hence are connected early in the agglomerative process,
but peripheral nodes that have no strong similarity to others
tend to get neglected, leading to structures like that shown in
Fig. 3. In this figure, there are a number of peripheral nodes
whose community membership is obvious to the eye—in
most cases, they have only a single link to a specific
community—but agglomerative methods often fail to place
such nodes correctly.

Generate random community-based networks.

I

N = 128 with four communities of size 32.

I

Add edges randomly within and across communities.

I

Example:
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5 Record when
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a function of # edges
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FIG. 6. Plot of the modularity and dendrogram for a 64-vertex random community-structured graph generated as described in the text
with, in this case, z in!6 and z out!2. The shapes at the bottom denote the four communities in the graph and, as we can see, the peak in the
I !dotted line" corresponds to a perfect identification of the communities.
modularity

Maximum modularity Q ' 0.5 obtained when four
A. Tests on computer-generated networks
number of connections to vertices outside its community as it
communities are uncovered.
does to those inside.
First, as a controlled test of how well our algorithms per-

The shortest-path version of the algorithm does, however,
form, we have generated networks with known community
I
perform noticeably better than the random-walk version, esstructure, to see if the algorithms can recognize and extract
pecially
for the more difficult cases where z out is large. Given
this structure.
that the random-walk algorithm is also more computationally
We have generated a large number of graphs with n
demanding, there seems little reason to use it rather than the
!128 vertices, divided into four communities of 32 vertices
shortest-path algorithm, and hence, as discussed previously,
each. Edges were placed independently at random between
we recommend the latter for most applications. !To be fair,
vertex pairs with probability p in for an edge to fall between
the random-walk algorithm does slightly outperform the
vertices in the same community and p out to fall between vershortest-path algorithm in the example addressed in the foltices in different communities. The values of p in and p out
lowing section, although, being only a single case, it is hard
were chosen to make the expected degree of each vertex
equal to 16. In Fig. 6, we show a typical dendrogram from
the analysis of such a graph using the shortest-path betweenness version of our algorithm. !In fact, for the sake of clarity,
the figure is for a 64-node version of the graph." Results for
the random-walk version are similar. At the right of the figure we also show the modularity, Eq. !5", for the same calculation, plotted as a function of position in the dendrogram.
That is, the plot is aligned with the dendrogram so that one
can read off modularity values for different divisions of the
network directly. As we can see, the modularity has a single
clear peak at the point where the network breaks into four
communities, as we would expect. The peak value is around
I
M. E. J. NEWMAN AND M. GIRVAN
PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 026113 "2004#
0.5, which is typical.
In Fig. 7, we show the fraction of verticestaking
in the
ourdifferences of pairs of columns to get the voltage
I
computer-generated network sample classified correctly
vector into
V for each possible source/sink pair. "The voltage for
the four communities by our algorithms, as a function
of the
the one
missing vertex v is always zero, by hypothesis.# The
absolute in
magnitudes of the differences of voltages along
mean number z out of edges from each vertex to vertices
FIG. 7. Thescores
fraction
correctly identified by our algoeach edge give us betweenness
for of
thevertices
given source
other communities. As the figure shows, both the and
shortestrithms
computer-generated
graphs
sink. Summing
overinallthe
sources
and sinks, we then
get described in the text. The
path and random-walk versions of the algorithm perform
exour complete betweenness
two curvesscore.
show results for the shortest-path !circles" and randomcellently, with more than 90% of all vertices classified
case, as a function of the numThecormatrix inversion
takes time
O(n 3 ) in
walk !squares"
versions
ofthe
theworst
algorithm
calculation
of betweennesses
time outside their own commuOnlythe
forsubsequent
rectly from z out!0 all the way to around z out!6. while
ber of
edges the
vertices have takes
to others
O(mn 2 ), where as before m is the number of edges and n the
z out"6 does the classification begin to deteriorate markedly.
nity.
pointThus,
z out!8
the community
rightmost edge of the plot represents
number of vertices
in The
the graph.
the at
entire
InFIG.
other
words, our algorithm correctly identifies the
com-algorithm,
point
at which
vertices have
as many
structure
including
the recalculation
step,
will connections outside their
5. An example of the type of resistor network considered
Ithe the
2 community as inside it.
munity
structure
in theis network
almost
the way
own
data point is an average over 100
… time to complete, or O(n 4 )Each
on a sparse
taketoO„(n#m)mn
here,
in which
a unit resistance
placed on each
edge all
and unit
Although,graphs.
as we will see, the algorithm is good at
current
of the each
source vertex
and sink vertices.
!8andatout
which
has on average graph.
the same
pointflows
z outinto

Betweenness for electrons:

Unit resistors on each edge.

For every pair of nodes s
(source) and t (sink), set up
unit currents in at s and out at
t.

separate component of the graph. Let V i be the voltage at
vertex i, measured relative to any convenient point. Then for
all i we have
ij

i

j

is

it

where A i j is the ij element of the adjacency matrix of the
graph, i.e., A i j "1 if i and j are connected by an edge and
A i j "0 otherwise. The left-hand side of Eq. "1# represents the
net current flow out of vertex i along edges of the network,
and the right-hand side represents the source and sink. Defining k i " ! j A i j , which is the vertex degree, and creating a
diagonal matrix D with these degrees on the diagonal D ii
"k i , this equation can be written in matrix form as (D
!A)•V"s, where the source vector s has components

I
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is the most
that we have been able to do. It is for this reason
that we recommend using the shortest-path betweenness algorithm in most cases, which gives results about as good or
better with considerably less effort.

Sum |I`,st | over all pairs of nodes to obtain electronic
! A " V !V # " $ ! $ ,
betweenness
for"1#edge `.
j

I

Measure absolute current
finding community
structure,each
this poor performance
makes`,
it |I`,st |.
along
edge
practical only for smaller graphs; a few hundreds of vertices

C. Random walks

The random-walk betweenness described in Sec. II re(Equivalent to random
quires uswalk
to calculate betweenness.)
how often on average random walks
starting at vertex s will pass down a particular edge from
vertex v to vertex w "or vice versa# before finding their way
to a given target vertex t. To calculate this quantity, we proceed as follows for each separate component of the graph.
As before, let A i j be an element of the adjacency matrix
such that A i j "1 if vertices i and j are connected by an edge
and A i j "0 otherwise. Consider a random walk that on each
step decides uniformly between the neighbors of the current
vertex j and takes a step to one of them. The number of
neighbors is just the degree of the vertex k j " ! i A i j , and the
probability for the transition from j to i is A i j /k j , which we
can regard as an element of the matrix M"A•D!1 , where D
is the diagonal matrix with D ii "k i .
We are interested in walks that terminate when they reach
the target t, so that t is an absorbing state. The most convenient way to represent this is just to remove entirely the
vertex t from the graph, so that no walk ever reaches any
other vertex from t. Thus let Mt "At •Dt!1 be the matrix M
with the tth row and column removed "and similarly for At
and Dt ).

s i"

!

!1

for i"t

"2#

is one undetermined degree of freedom corresponding to the
choice of reference potential for measuring the voltages. We
can add any constant to a solution for the vertex voltages and
get another solution—only the voltage differences matter. In
choosing the reference potential, we fix this degree of free-
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Electronic betweenness for edge between nodes i
and j:
Bijelec = aij |Vi − Vj |.
#1 for i"s

0
otherwise.
Upshot:
specific measure of betweenness not too
We cannot directly invert the matrix D!A to get the voltage vector V, because the matrix "which is just the graph
important.
Laplacian# is singular. This is equivalent to saying that there

I

Final words
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Further ‘discovery’ of internal structure is somewhat
meaningless, as any communities arise accidentally.

I
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PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 026113 !2004"

FIG. 8. The network of friendships between individuals
in the
[25]
I
karate
network.and
karate Factions
club studyinofZachary’s
Zachary "36#.
Theclub
administrator
the instructor are represented by nodes 1 and 33, respectively. Shaded
squares represent individuals who ended up aligning with the club’s
administrator after the fission of the club, open circles those who
aligned with the instructor.

Scientists
working on networks
to know whether this is significant.!
B. Zachary’s karate club network

We now turn to applications of our methods to real-world
network data. Our first such example is taken from one of the
classic studies in social network analysis. Over the course of
two years in the early 1970s, Wayne Zachary observed social
interactions between the members of a karate club at an
American university "36#. He constructed networks of ties
between members of the club based on their social interactions both within the club and outside it. By chance, a dispute arose during the course of his study between the club’s
administrator and its principal karate teacher over whether to
raise club fees, and as a result the club eventually split in
two, forming two smaller clubs, centered around the administrator and the teacher.
In Fig. 8, we show a consensus network structure extracted from Zachary’s observations before the split. Feeding
FIG. 10. Illustration of the use of the community-structure algorithm to make sense of a complex network. !a" The initial network is a
this
network into our algorithms, we find the results shown in
network of coauthorships between physicists who have published on topics related to networks. The figure shows only the largest component
of the network, which contains 145 scientists. There are 90 more scientists in smaller components, which are not shown. !b" Application of
Fig.
9. In
the leftmost
two panels,
we
show
the dendrograms
the shortest-path
betweenness
version of the community-structure
algorithm
produces
the communities
indicated by the shades of the
vertices. !c" A coarse-graining of the network in which each community is represented by a single node, with edges representing collabo-
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FIG. 11. Community structure in the bottlenose dolphins of
Doubtful Sound !38,39", extracted using the shortest-path version of
our algorithm. The squares and circles denote the primary split of
the network into two groups, and the circles are subdivided further
into four smaller groups as shown. The modularity for the split is
Q!0.52. The network has been drawn with longer edges between
vertices in different communities than between those in the same
community, to make the community groupings clearer. The same is
also true of Figs. 12 and 13.

Les Miserables

group splitting is included also.
The split into two groups appears to correspond to a
known division of the dolphin community !39". Lusseau reports that for a period of about two years during observation
of the dolphins they separated into two groups along the
lines found by our analysis, apparently because of the disappearance of individuals on the boundary between the groups.
When some of these individuals later reappeared, the two
halves of the network joined together once more. As Lusseau
points out, developments of this kind illustrate that the dolphin network is not merely a scientific curiosity but, like
human social networks, is closely tied to the evolution of the
community. The subgroupings within the larger half of the
network also seem to correspond to real divisions among the
animals: the largest subgroup consists almost of entirely of
females and the others almost entirely of males, and it is
conjectured that the split between the male groups is governed by matrilineage !D. Lusseau #personal communication$".
Figure 12 shows the community structure of the network
of interactions between major characters in Victor Hugo’s
sprawling novel of crime and redemption in post-restoration
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FIG. 11. Community structure in the bottlenose dolphins of
Doubtful Sound !38,39", extracted using the shortest-path version of
our algorithm. The squares and circles denote the primary split of
the network into two groups, and the circles are subdivided further
into four smaller groups as shown. The modularity for the split is
Q!0.52. The network has been drawn with longer edges between
vertices in different
communities than between those in the same
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community, to make the community groupings clearer. The same is
also true of Figs. 12 and 13.
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“Extracting the hierarchical organization of complex
systems”
Sales-Pardo et al., PNAS (2007) [17, 18]

I

Consider all partitions of networks into m groups

I

As for Newman and Girvan approach, aim is to find
partitions with maximum modularity:
X
X
Q=
[eii − (
eij )2 ] = TrE − ||E2 ||1 .
i

Frame 48/78
FIG. 12. The network of interactions between major characters in the novel Les Misérables by Victor Hugo. The greatest modularity
achieved in the shortest-path version of our algorithm is Q!0.54 and corresponds to the 11 communities shown.
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hierarchical organization of complex systems,’’ by Marta
Sales-Pardo, Roger Guimerà, André A. Moreira, and Luı́s
A. Nunes Amaral, which appeared in issue 39, September
supply Sci
& USA (104:15224 –15229; first
25, 2007, of ProcOptimal
Natl Acad

Shuffling for structure

Structure detection

the authors note that, due to a printer’s error, Fig. 1B
appeared incorrectly. The corrected figure and its legend
appear below. This error does not affect the conclusions of
the article.

Shuffling for structure

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of our method for a
0.0
0.5
1.0
simple network. (A) Single
Example
network. (B) Modularity
Source
a
landscape. For the example network, there are 15 disb
d
Distributed
tinct groupings of nodes
into modules. Each large cola
ored circle representsSources
a partition, which we draw inside
c
b
Facility location
the circle, with different
colors indicating different modSize-density law
ules. For clarity, we label each partition with a number
c
6
A reasonable derivation
a
from 1 to 15. The color of the partition circle indicates the
11
Global redistribution
d
modularity of that partition
c
networks following the color code on
7
15
1
the bottom right-hand side of the diagram. For simplicb
Structure
ity, we consider only single node changes; thus, we con3
8
Detection
12
M av
nect two partitions, for instance 1 and 2, because the
d
2
Hierarchy by division
change of a node to a new module in partition 1 gener4
Hierarchy by shuffling
1.0
ates partition 2. The arrows show the direction of in9
Spectral methods
creasing modularity. Local
maxima correspond to those
13
Hierarchies & Missing Links
5
partitions that do notGeneral
pointstructure
to anydetection
other partition; that
0.5
10
is, the change of a single node does not increase the
14
Final words
modularity. In the example,
there are two local maxima:
0.0
Modularity, M
Modularity
partition 1 and partition 15. To illustrate the concept of
References
basin of attraction, we show next to each partition a
colored bar (black and white) that represents the probability that a walker that starts from, for instance, partition 2 and only moves to partitions with larger modularity ends up in either of the local maxima. We use white
to indicate partition 15 and black to indicate partition 1. (C) Coclassification matrix. We show the number of times two nodes are classified in the same module, starting
I classified together because they are in the same module in both local maxima (partitions 1and 15).
from a random partition. Note that nodes a, c and b, d are always
In contrast, nodes a and b are only in the same module for one of the maxima (partition 1); therefore, the coclassification is lower than one, but larger than zero. (D)
Comparison with randomized networks. In this case, this is the only network that one can build keeping the same degree distribution and not allowing for self-loops.
Therefore, the average modularity for the local maxima of the randomized networks and that of the network under analysis are the same. Thus, our conclusion is that
this network has no internal organization. (E) Representation of the hierarchical organization for the example network. We show the ordered coclassification matrix
on the Left, and on the Right is the tree showing the organization of the nodes into modules. In this case, the network has no significant structure; thus, we show a
Frame 51/78
bar of a single color indicating that there is a single module. Note that a modularity maximization algorithm would have a certain chance (the probability depending
on the specific algorithm) of finding partition 15 as the optimal partition and would thus conclude that the network does have a modular structure.

A

I

Consider partition network, i.e., the network of all
possible partitions.

Defn: Two partitions are connected if they differ only
by the reassignment of a single node.

I

Look for local maxima in partition network.

I

Construct an affinity matrix with entries Aij .

I

Aij = Pr random walker on modularity network ends
up at a partition with i and j in the same group.

I

E

B

D

P(M’ > M)

I

C

C.f. topological overlap between i and j =
# matching neighbors for i and j divided by maximum
of ki and kj .

A: Base network; B: Partition network; C:
Coclassification matrix; D: Comparison to random
networks (all the same!); E: Ordered coclassification
matrix; Conclusion: no structure...
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www.pnas.org!cgi!doi!10.1073!pnas.0709460104

BIOCHEMISTRY. For the article ‘‘A surface on the androgen

receptor that allosterically regulates coactivator binding,’’ by Eva
Estébanez-Perpiñá,
Alexander
Optimal
supply &A. Arnold, Phuong Nguyen, Edson Delgado Rodrigues,
Ellena Mar, Raynard Bateman, Peter
Structure detection
Pallai, Kevan M. Shokat, John D. Baxter, R. Kiplin Guy, Paul
Webb, and Robert J. Fletterick, which appeared in issue 41,
Fig. Single
2.ofAffinity
measures
clusteringSci
methods.
(A) (104:16074–16079;
October 9, 2007,
Proc
NatlandAcad
USA
Source
affinity determination
generate a model network comprised of 640 nodes
I Method obtains a distribution of classification first published WeOctober
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2,162007;
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and with a10.1073!pnas.0708036104),
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cal structure (see SI Fig. 8 for results for a network with a
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version
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below.
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and Supplementary
Information).
The color scale goes
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I Note: the hierarchy with the highest modularity
gic
scoreauthor
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I

Idea is to weight possible hierarchies
their basin of attraction’s size in the partition network.
Next step: Given affinities, now need to sort nodes
into modules, submodules, and so on.
Idea: permute nodes to minimize following cost
C=

N N
1 XX
Aij |i − j|.
N
i=1 j=1

I

Use simulated annealing (slow).

Facility location
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from red for an affinity of one to dark blue for an affinity
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A reasonable derivation
To
of zero. At the far right, we show the hierarchical tree
Global
obtained
by redistribution
using two different methods: hierarchical
networks
clustering
and the ‘‘box clustering’’ method we propose.
Co−
In the hierarchical clustering tree, the vertical axis shows
Hierarchical
classification
the Structure
average distance, dij # 1 " Aij, of the matrix eleclustering
ments that have already merged. In the box-model clusDetection
tering tree, each row corresponds to one hierarchical
level.Hierarchy
Different colors
indicate different modules at that
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level. To better identify which are the submodules at a
shuffling
lowerHierarchy
level, we by
color
the nodes in the submodules with
www.pnas.org!cgi!doi!10.1073!pnas.0709913104
shades
of the methods
color used for the modules in the level
Spectral
above. Note that topological overlap fails to find any
Box model
Hierarchies & Missing Links
modular structure beyond a locally dense connectivity
clustering
Co
General
structure
pattern.
In contrast,
thedetection
coclassification measure clearly
−c
las
sific
reveals the hierarchical organization of the network by
atio
the Final
‘‘nested-box’’
pattern along the diagonal. Signifin
words
cantly, the hierarchical tree obtained via hierarchical clustering fails to reproduce the clear three-level hierarchical
References
structure
that
the
affinity
matrix
displays,
whereas
the
18874 " PNAS " November 20, 2007 " vol. 104 " no. 47
box-model clustering tree accurately reproduces the
three-level hierarchical organization of the network. (B)
1.0
Accuracy of the method. We generate networks with 640
nodes and with built-in hierarchical structure comprising
0.8
one (Left), two (Center), and three (Right) levels. The top
0.6
level always comprises four modules of 160 nodes each.
0.4
For networks with a second level, each of the top-level
modules is organized into four submodules of 40 nodes.
0.2
For the networks with three levels, each level-two mod0.0
ule is further split into four submodules of 10 nodes. We
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
0.6 0.8
1
1.2
0.8
1
1.2
build networks with different degrees of level cohesiveness by tuning a single parameter # (see SI Text). For low
values of #, the levels are very cohesive, for high values of
# the levels are weakly cohesive. Because we know a priori which are the nodes that should be coclassified at each level, we measure the accuracy as the mutual
information
the empirical partition of the nodes and the theoretical one (23). We plot the mutual information versus # and, for comparison, we also plot the
Framebetween
53/78
accuracy of a standard community detection algorithm (24) in finding the top level of the networks (dashed green line). Each point is the average over 10different
realizations of the network. Filled circles, empty squares, and filled diamonds represent the accuracy at the top, middle, and lowest levels, respectively. Note that our
method is as good at detecting communities as a standard community detection algorithm for networks with a flat organization of the nodes. Additionally, our method
is able to detect the top level for all cases analyzed, whereas standard modularity optimization algorithms are not.
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Let then Pmax be the set of partitions for which the modularity M

ρ

partition 13, nodes a and c are placed in one group, whereas nodes
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weenness based ones are very poor in detecting the end of the recursive
Our approach, instead, immediately detects the number of clear
clusters
Optimal supply &
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transportation:
General structure detection
Structure
detection
eigenvectors profile.
lustrative example, we show in Fig. 2 the profile of the second eigenvectors
Single Source
corresponding to the simple graph shown in Fig. 1 with SDistributed
¼ 19 nodes,
Sources 1 and 2).
dom weights between 1 and 10 were assigned to the links Fig.
(Figs.
3. Hierarchical organization of the air(A) Global-level afonents of the eigenvectors assume approximately constant transportation
values network.
on nodes
I “Detecting communities in large networks”
finity matrix and hierarchical tree (the representation is the same used in Fig. 2). (B) Topto the same community. Thus, the number of communities
emerges
level modules. Each
dot represents a city and
Capocci et al. (2005) [4]
different colors represent different modules.
Structure
and it is not needed as input.
Note that the top level in the hierarchy corI Consider normal matrix K−1 A, random walk matrix
Detection
responds to major geopolitical units. (C) The
A
B
module
(whichclear
is composed of the
er, as aforementioned, when dealing
with large networks‘‘Eurasian’’
with
no
AT K−1 , Laplacian K − A, and AAT .
majority of European countries, ex-Soviet
Union countries,
ng, the precise value of the eigenvector components is of little
use. Middle-Eastern
In suchcountries, I Basic observation is that eigenvectors associated
India, and countries in Northern half of Africa) splits for levels ! " 2 into five submod, the typical eigenvector profile is not step-like, but resembles
a continuous
ules. (D) The ‘‘Near and Middle East’’ submodwith secondary eigenvalues reveal evidence of
Final words
ule further splits into seven submodules for
vertheless, our method can still be applied, and efficiently! "detects
of
3 (D). Note thatsets
the air-transportation
structure.
References
network is large and very dense (Table 1), and
thus the organization of
the network
ected nodes. In fact, components corresponding to nodes belonging
to
the is not at I Build on Kleinberg’s HITS algorithm. [13]
all apparent (SI Fig. 11). Remarkably, the
modules our method
detects show a clear
mmunities
taking, in each eigenvector,
similar
C are still strongly correlated
D
agreement with geopolitical units.
mong themselves. Thus, a natural way to identify communities in an
I Modules
matrix.
we said previously,
assume that
information
at
not comeunits.
as a surprise because historical, economic, political, and
foundwematch
upthewith
geopolitical
c manner,
isAs to
measure
the
correlation
different levels in the hierarchy is decoupled, thus to detect
geographical constraints shape the topology of the network (35–

¼
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½ðhx2i i !h xi i Þðhxj i !h xj i Þ&

,

Method Validation
We validate our method on hierarchically nested random graphs
with one, two, and three hierarchical levels. We define the accuracy
of the method as the mutual information between the empirical
partition and the theoretical one (23). Fig. 2C shows that the
algorithm uncovers the correct number of levels in the hierarchy.
Moreover, our method always detects the top level, even for the
networks with three hierarchical levels. In contrast, because the
partition that globally maximizes M corresponds to the submodules
in the second level, even the more accurate module identification
algorithms based on modularity maximization would fail to capture
I top level organization (20).
the
The hierarchically nested random graphs considered above have
a homogeneous hierarchical structure; however, real-world networks are not likely to be so regular. In particular, for real-world
networks, one expects that some modules will have deeper hierarchical structures than others. We thus have verified that our method
is also able to correctly uncover the organization of model networks
with heterogeneous hierarchical structures (see SI Fig. 10).
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37). We find eight main modules that closely match major continents and subcontinents and majorFrame
political
divisions, and thus they
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truly represent the highest level of the hierarchy.¶
The electronic circuit network is comprised of eight D-flip-flops
and 58 logic gates (4). Our method identifies two levels in the
network (SI Fig. 12A). At the top level, modules comprise either a
D-flip-flop plus some additional gates, or a group of logic gates. At
the second level, the majority of modules comprise single gates.
For the e-mail network, five of the seven major modules
ij at the
top level (SI Fig. 12B) correspond to schools in the university, with
Optimal supply &
!70% of the nodes in each of those modules affiliated with the
Structure detection
corresponding school. The remaining two major modules at the top
level are a mixture of schools and administration offices (often
collocated on campus), which are distinctly separated at the second
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major departments and
groups within a school, as well as research
centers closely related to
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individual schools.
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average h'i is over the first few nontrivial eigenvectors. The quantity r
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nodes i and j: Though the performance
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mproved by averaging over more and more eigenvectors, with increased
ional effort, we find that indeed a small number of eigenvectors suffices to
he community
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nodes belong, even in large networks.
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Application to Metabolic Networks
Size-density law
Finally, we analyze the metabolicA reasonable
networks
of E. coli obtained
derivation
redistribution
4 and
SI Fig. 13): the KEGG
from three different sources! (Fig.Global
networks
database (40, 41), the Ma-Zeng database (42), and the reconstruction compiled by Palsson’s Systems
StructureBiology Laboratory at
the UCSD (43). In these networks,
nodes are metabolites and
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two metabolites are connectedHierarchy
if there
is a reaction that
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transforms one into the other (44).
methods
To quantify the plausibility of Spectral
our classification
scheme, we
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analyze the within-module consistency
of metabolite pathway clasGeneral structure detection
sification for the top and the second levels of the metabolic network
of E. coli (43). For each module,Final
we words
first identify the pathways
represented; then, we compute the fraction of metabolites that are
References
classified in the most abundant pathway. We find that there is a
clear correlation between modules and known pathways: At the top
level, for all of the modules except one (the central metabolism

Analysis of Real-World Networks
Having validated our method, we next analyze different types of
real-world networks for which we have some insight into the
network structure: the worldwide air-transportation network (35–
37), an e-mail exchange network of a Catalan university (13), and
an electronic circuit (4).
In the air-transportation network, nodes correspond to cities
(that is, all airports around major cities would be merged into a
single node), and two nodes are connected if there is a nonstop
flight connecting them. In the e-mail network, nodes are people and
two people are connected if they send e-mails to each other. In the
¶The ability of the present method to detect the top level is significant. A previous study
electronic network, nodes are transistors and two transistors are
coauthored by two of us identified 19 modules in the worldwide air-transportation
connected if the output of one transistor is the input of the other
network (37) by using the most accurate modularity maximization algorithm in the
literature (38).
(Table 1).
We find that the air-transportation network is strongly modular
!In the SI Text, we also show the organization obtained for the UCSD reconstruction of the
employed
as an example, with S ¼ 19 and randommetabolic
weights
between 1 and 10 assigned to
network for Helicobacter pylori (39).
and has a deep hierarchical organization (Fig. 3). This finding does
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Fig. 2. Values of the 2nd eigenvector components for matrix D$1 W relative to the graph depicted
Sales-Pardo et al.
in Fig. 1.
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Comparison of original and resampled networks
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Figure 2 | Application of the hierarchical decomposition to the network of
grassland species interactions. a, Consensus dendrogram reconstructed
from the sampled hierarchical models. b, A visualization of the network in
which the upper few levels of the consensus dendrogram are shown as boxes
around species (plants, herbivores, parasitoids, hyperparasitoids and hyperhyperparasitoids are shown as circles, boxes, down triangles, up triangles
and diamonds, respectively). Note that in several cases a set of parasitoids is
grouped into a disassortative community by the algorithm, not because they
prey on each other but because they prey on the same herbivore.
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Statistics are shown for the three example networks studied and for new networks generated by
resampling from our hierarchical model. The generated networks closely match the average
degree Ækæ, clustering coefficient C and average vertex–vertex distance d in each case,
suggesting that they capture much of the structure of the real networks. Parenthetical values
indicate standard errors on the final digits.
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Fig. 1. Finding structure in data. (A) Standard structure learning algorithms search for representations of a single form that is fixed in advance. Shown here
are methods that discover six different kinds of structures given a matrix of binary features. (B) A hierarchical model that discovers the form F and the structure
Frame
S that best account for the data D. The model searches for the form and structure that jointly maximize P(S, F!D) # P(D!S)P(S!F)P(F).
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Fig. S5.

Structure discovery results for synthetic data. Five sets of features were generated over the graphs in the left column, and five forms were fit to each dataset. The
structures found are drawn so that entity positions correspond to positions in the picture of the true structure. Each entity has been connected to the cluster node to which it
belongs: for instance, all graphs in the top row have six clusters. The final column shows log posteriors log(P (S, F |D)) for the best structures found, and the best scoring
structure is marked with an asterisk. The difference between the scores for the top two structures ranges from 0.63 (indicating that the chain is about twice as likely as the
grid on the chain-structured data) to 2245 (indicating that the grid is many orders of magnitude more likely than the ring on the grid-structured data). A constant has been
added to the log probabilities along each y axis so that the worst performing structure receives a score close to zero.
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the generative processes that produce them. Open nodes represent clusters of
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